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Introduction 
This organ has been recognised as being older than the majority of organs 
found in parish churches. The British Institute of Organ Studies (BIOS) 
National Pipe Organ Register (NPOR) database, which includes surveys 
going back to Victorian times, has a wonderful entry for our instrument 
quotes “this organ is obviously old.” The Rev. Andrew Freeman, a founding 
force in BIOS and renowned publisher on the subject of British organ 
cases, visited Pilning and took a glass plate photograph of the organ just 
before the outbreak of World War II; so there has been a realisation for 
some time that we are lucky enough to have something special here in St. 
Peter’s. This status was confirmed in 2011 with a Grade II* Historic Organ 
Certificate, describing it as a fine and rare example of William Allen Organ 
C1790. 
 

The builder 
William Allen had premises in Sutton Street, Soho London. Records show 
that he started work in 1794 but sadly little is known about his business 
activities apart from his surviving works. Notably he built organs for the 
Cathedrals of Peterborough and Lincoln as well as smaller instruments like 
ours. Slightly embarrassingly for us as an Ecumenical Church with 
Methodists and Anglicans together, William Allen had a run in with the 
Wesley family as letters between them indicate1. There were a number of 
builders in Soho; the last to leave was Bevington & Sons in 1937 when they 
moved to Peckham. Indeed there is a quote from “A tale of two cities” 
chapter VI by Charles Dickens that mentions the presence of organ 
building in this area. 
 
The quiet lodgings of Doctor Manette were in a quiet street-corner not far from Soho-
square. (...) A quainter corner than the corner where the Doctor lived, was not to be 
found in London.  (...) There ought to have been a tranquil bark in such an anchorage, 
and there was.  The Doctor occupied two floors of a large stiff house, where several 
callings purported to be pursued by day, but whereof little was audible any day, and 
which was shunned by all of them at night.  In a building at the back, attainable by a 
courtyard where a plane-tree rustled its green leaves, church-organs claimed to be 
made, and silver to be chased, and likewise gold to be beaten by some mysterious 
giant who had a golden arm starting out of the wall of the front hall - as if he had 
beaten himself precious, and menaced a similar conversion of all visitors. 

                                                             
1 Charles Wesley's loss of £60 through Allen's failure to pay a commission to him for recommending him for 
the organ at Lincoln Cathedral 
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The mystery 
It was built for a grand domestic setting, that is pretty certain, it may be 
that the space in the swan necked broken pediment was for an armorial 
family shield.  
How did this organ get to St Peter’s? It had long been thought that it was a 
house organ somewhere in the Aust or possibly Olveston area and given to 
the church on its opening in 1855. This theory has now begun to unravel. 
The Pilning village website has on it an intriguing photograph 
(unfortunately we cannot date accurately) showing the inside of the 
church without the instrument. The photograph does have a hymn board 
with numbers and what could be a harmonium in front of the pulpit. The 
vicar’s stall in this photograph is in the normal place in Anglican churches 
e.g. on the right hand side of the chancel. However this has later been 
turned to the other side in the Rev. Andrew Freeman photograph. 

 

Courtesy of the Pilning Village Website picture 

Some vague dating evidence can be gleaned by the fact that the 
“Gompertz” memorial is in place on the left hand side of the chancel but 
there is no “Holloway” memorial on the right of the chancel; this still 
leaves a potential gap of around forty years. 
A possible connection was made by Dr. Christopher Kent, who is an 
independent organ adviser and visited us right at the start of the project. 
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The organ was given by Miss Margaret Parratt of Aust who had 
connections with St Peter’s through the Holloway family. John [George 
Rowland] Holloway was organist and his father John [Fredrick Evans] 
Holloway was vicar.  John Evans (son) was married to Mabel Emmeline 
Neale on 2nd March 1905 at St Peter’s. On the 16th January 1906, Coralie 
Rose Emmeline Holloway [later Moss] was baptised. One of her 
Godparents was the previously mentioned Miss Margaret Parratt.  

 
As far as can be ascertained, Margaret Parratt 
was the youngest daughter of Sir Walter Parratt. 
[See left] He was an eminent organist, composer, 
teacher and Master of the Queen’s/King’s music 
from 1893 until his death in 1924 and therefore 
served Queen Victoria, Edward VII and George V .  
Other evidence to support this theory includes a 
memoire by Henry Walford-Davies who was a 
chorister and Sir Walter’s assistant during his time 
at Windsor. 
 

“Then the 8:30am boys’ practice was almost immediately instituted [on 
Parratt’s arrival] a little pipe organ arrived.” and “It is a curiously 
interesting historical reminiscence that Sir Walter had to transpose 
Stainer’s anthem “Lead Kindly Light” on the old organ – tuned in unequal 
temperament – when he first came, because of the solo in B major. I 
remember well singing that solo in B flat at his bidding.” 
 
Given the fact that Margaret was Godmother to the daughter of the 
organist at Pilning and that this instrument could have been the personal 
property of Sir Walter, the probability is quite high that this is the same 
instrument.  
 
The first appearance of the organ at the works of Percy Daniel in Clevedon 
was in 1920 where a reasonable amount of money was spent on it, 
equivalent to £4,500 today. This is where we think the pedal board was 
added and the flute added instead of the mixture stop. Whether the 
hautboy mixture and bassoon were removed at that point we don’t know.  
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Specification 
We were indebted to the late William Drake, an organ builder who 
specialised in instruments of this period and Dr. Christopher Kent  for his 
help and the work undertaken by Goetze and Gwynn during the 
restoration. 
 
The stop list before restoration  

Left hand side Right hand side 
Flute Flute 

Full Organ (Ventil) Blank 
Fifteenth Principal Treble 

Principal Bass Stopped Diapason Treble 

Stopped Diapason Bass Gamba 
Open Diapason Dulciana 

 

The new specification 

Left hand side Right hand side 

Bafsoon Bass $ Bafsoon Treble $ 
Sexquialtera III 15,17,19 Cornet (Sexquialtera III 17,19,22) 

Fifteenth Principal Treble 
Principal Bass Stopped Diapason 

Stopped Diapason Hautboy Swell 
Open Diapason Dulciana 

 
Original stops are shown in bold and stops in italics are new  
 
The Full Organ in the old specification was the only remaining part of the 
original shifting movement, read on for more details 
 
$ During the restoration it as realised that the front rank of pipes was not 
a flute but a reed stop Bafsoon [sic] treble and bass 
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Shifting movement 
The organ was originally provided with a foot pedal to the player’s left, 
which allowed stop changes to be made whilst playing. This would bring in 
or take out the higher and louder sounding stops e.g. the Fifteenth, 
Mixtures, Principal and Hautboy. This allows the organist to play in an 
echo style of the period such as John Stanley. 
 
Swell Box 
Evidence had been found for where the swell box stood for the Hautboy 
stop within the case, the empty mortise joints remained as proof. To the 
organist’s right foot then hidden behind the pedal board was another tell 
tale hole which is where the pedal for the swell box has now reappeared 
to work Hautboy (Oboe) Swell. This stop is quite loud in nature using a 
metal reed to produce the sound so enclosing it gives the opportunity to 
make it quieter.  
How did the organ come to lose so much of its original material? Well in 
truth we will never know for certain, for instance we know one single pipe 
of the stopped diapason has been remade with different wood; it stands 
right in the corner of the case so the original may have suffered 
woodworm at some point perhaps. The addition of the pedal board 
caused the removal of the shifting movement, the swell pedal and the 
Hautboy. Finally, a simple loud flute would be easier to tune than a 
mixture or bafsoon. 
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Blowing equipment 
The installation by Rushworth and Draper of the electric blower caused a 
damage to the case which has now been rectified expertly by Nick Hagen 
of Goetze and Gwynn. The blower was bought from Milborne Port 
Congregational Church Somerset in 1965. Up until then, the organ was 
blown by hand and this equipment is retained and has come in useful 
when the electricity supply has failed. On one spectacular occasion the 
Choir Director (and author of this booklet) had to dive for the handle 
during “Hark the Herald Angels sing”.  
The hand blowing equipment is not original; once again the addition of the 
pedal board is the reason. The original position appears to be at the back 
of the organ with a foot pump being provided at the front of the organ.  
As Dr. Jennifer Bate remarked “You wouldn’t normally want to pump the 
organ yourself, particularly if you had servants to do the job for you!”  
 
What makes this organ special? 
As part of the research into the instrument a survey has been undertaken 
to find all the other remaining instruments by William Allen. This has 
involved interrogating the National Pipe Organ Register (NPOR) and 
contacting incumbents and church wardens.  William Allen in his early 
career would use the Latin name Gullemus Allen which added an extra 
layer to the research.  
Of the seventeen known instruments only eight survive in anything like 
original condition, five have been lost completely. Two have been altered 
to include pedal pipes. The two large cathedral instruments have been 
change considerably or superseded. 
Ours is probably the oldest, it certainly appears to be the only one with 
the older style Sheraton case. It gives us a direct link back to the country 
house music of the Georgian period and its survival has been remarkable, 
given the number of changes and threats it has had in that time.  
As an instrument that has been played in church (although not designed 
for that purpose) it has presided over many village events both of joy and 
sadness and as such is part of this community. 
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Other William Allen organs 
Of the ones listed here ours, as far as we know, is the only one to have a 
Sheraton case, he was well regarded for the quality of his reed stops but it 
is thought that his output was not as prolific and that makes its survival all 
the more remarkable. 
 
Achahoish Chapel, Argyll and Bute ? Gothic case † 

All Saints All Cannings Chippenham ? Gothic case an 
pipework altered 

All Saints Wragby  ? Gothic case and 
pipework heavily 
altered 

Baptist Church Gunnersbury  ? Unknown ♦ 
Covent Garden Royal opera house C1810 Unknown ♦ 
Lincoln Cathedral ? Gothic case only and 

some pipework 
Peterborough Cathedral  Unknown ♦ 

St Peter Southease C1810 Classical case 

St. Illtyd Llanelltyd C1805 Gothic case 
St. Julietta Lanteglos ? Unknown ♠ 
St. Martin Bremhill C1810 Gothic case ♣ 
St. Mary Bedford C1805 Unknown ♦ 
St. Mary Farthingstone C1810 Gothic case ♥ 
St. Mary St. Margaret Stanstead C1810 Gothic case 

St. Michael Framingham ? Gothic case 

St. Peter Pilning C1794 Sheraton case 
St. Scholastica Teignmouth ? Unknown ♦ 

 
♥ Hautboy stop copied from this instrument for our organ 
♣ Bafsoon stop copied from this instrument for our organ 
♠ Sold C1985 location unknown possibly exported 
♦ Instrument lost 

† Restored for Harry Bickett by Goetze and Gwynn and stood in the 
workshop with our organ for a short time.  
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Notes from Roy Edwardes 

 I came to Pilning in 1953. I had little experience of organ playing but took on the 
post as organist. I had had a few lessons from Robert Davis at St Ann’s, Greenbank, 
Bristol, but had not mastered the finer points of playing, and certainly not, the 
pedals. The organ was at that time hand pumped, so getting practice involved 
finding someone to pump. My desire to improve my playing was spurred on by the 
presence in the choir of the girl who was to become the love of my life and we 
married there in 1957. 
 Following the interruption of National Service, I returned to playing when we set 
up home in Pilning. By now the organ had become neglected, church attendance 
was low and there was little money to spare. 
 Being a fairly handy sort of chap at “make do and mend”, I had to carry out all 
sorts of minor repairs in order to keep it playing. Bits of card were inserted where 
the keys failed to lift the rods connecting to the soundboard. String secured several 
parts and sellotape and drawing pins played a part in keeping it going. There were 
failures, like the time a pin securing a stop fell out during a wedding, leaving me 
with a stop pulled that I didn’t want. Hasty repairs ‘under the bonnet’ during the 
service, got it together.  
It was about this time that I considered abandoning the organ for one of the new 
electronic organs that began to appear, like the ‘Philicorda’. My wife objected to 
my even thinking about it, and for that we should all be very grateful! 
 Money became available to have some work done by Rushworth and Draper who 
carried out some permanent repairs and eventually installed the electric blower. At 
that time the ‘blower boy’ was paid One Shilling for a wedding / funeral, and the 
amount remains the same today. I always pay 5p to anyone obliged to pump 
during a power cut! 
 In 1974 I did a sponsored 8 hour marathon play. I visited every house in the village 
and sought sponsors for this. The resulting £800 was used to have Percy Daniels 
remove the organ to their works and overhaul it. The pedal board, which I now 
know was an addition to the original was difficult to play because the sharps were 
not radiated and when playing a note it was very easy to touch on the sharp 
pedals. Daniel’s radiated the pedals and added to the surface of the notes making 
playing much easier. This work was dedicated to a personal friend and church 
member, Jackie Hignell and a brass plate affixed to the case. 
 Following the closure of Percy Daniel’s works, tuning has been carried out 
regularly by Clevedon Organ tuning. A damp chaser fitted by Rushworth’s has 
proved invaluable. The blower motor was renewed during the past 10 years. I have 
been the organist here since 1953, with a period in the 80’s when I was assistant 
organist. My relationship with this instrument has become something of a ‘love 
affair’, akin to the love that I found when I came to first play it.  
Roy Edwardes  
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The restoration 
The instrument, left the church in November 2014, although was still 
capable of being played, was described as being asthmatic and the valves 
controlling the air flow to the pipes were worn. 
The main change to the instrument will be replacing the pipe-work lost in 
the years since it was built, to give back its authentic voice so it can be 
used as a concert instrument as well as for church services.  
It had originally been planned that the organ would go to the works of 
William Drake at Buckfastleigh but sadly, he passed away in January 2014. 
Eventually we were able to get the organ to the works of Martin Goetze 
and Dominic Gwynn at Worksop on the Nottinghamshire / Yorkshire 
border.  
 
Funding  
We have been fortunate to obtain a Heritage Lottery Grant for the 
restoration of the organ as well as grants from Church Care, Leche Trust, 
ON Organ fund, Gloucestershire Historic Churches Trust and donations 
made by local people.  
 
Our trip to Goetze and Gwynn in Worksop 
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Left The front display pipes stripped 
and repaired ready for gilding  

 
Right The keyboard stripped down 
awaiting attention 

 
 
Left The “table” of the organ the 
brains of the instrument where the 
notes played and stops selected are 
sorted out to play the correct pipe 
 
 

 
Left The new hautboy (oboe) pipes still covered in 
primer to protect the metalwork during soldering 
 
 
Below Martin Goetze with our new mixture stop  
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A Most Unusual Day Trip  

The coach set off at 8.30 on a blustery Saturday morning in March with about 
thirty people on board. This was the start of a 170 mile journey, from St Peter’s, 
Pilning, to the workshops of an organ repair company situated in the northern part 
of Nottinghamshire, just north of Sherwood Forest. No, we didn’t see Robin or 
Little John!  
What we did see was the dismantled organ from St Peter’s. After many years of 
service, the organ is at the restorers for a much needed MOT and detailed 
refurbishment, a refurbishment that is so meticulous that the organ will return to 
Pilning in as—new condition. The purpose of the trip was to familiarise those with 
an interest in the organ with the progress being made. The work is being carried 
out by Goetze and Gwynn in their workshops on the Welbeck Abbey Estate, near 
Worksop, and the highlight of our trip was a guided tour of this workshop.  
After lunch in one of several eating places on the Estate, we had the workshop 
tour. This was truly an eye-opener for most of us, an Aladdin’s cave of crafts, and 
skills of the highest order. I hadn't thought about it before, but the differing skills 
of metalwork and woodwork that come together in the making of an organ is 
astounding.  
The crafts-people have to be absolutely accurate and precise; and I really do mean 
precise, as precise as an engineering masterpiece. All this is done with hand tools 
in the traditional manner, just as the craftsmen used who built the organ.  
The only concession to machinery in the workshop was a small lathe and a foot- 
operated shearing machine for cutting sheet metal. The wooden framework and 
the more intricate slides, sound board and linkages within the organ are all hand 
crafted. The keys are hand carved, with cow-bone for the white keys and ebony for 
the black.  
Our guides gave an interesting insight into their work, with a practical 
demonstration of forming and soldering an organ pipe, as well as demonstrations 
of tuning.  
We saw the Pilning organ, and its many constituent parts. The main carcass, with 
bellows laid bare, looked quite stark without its cabinet and foot-pedals. Only the 
keyboard and stops gave it any resemblance of the original instrument. The 
workshop also displayed the main slide—block, ready to be skimmed and resealed 
to stop air leaks. The new pipes for the organ were laid out in neat rows on a 
bench. We admired the workmanship and had explained the different markings to 
denote the notes to which the pipes were tuned.  
I enjoy listening to music, but lam not musical, so to hear some of my fellow 
travellers playing several of the organs in the workshop was a pure delight. The 
day was long and tiring, but this most unusual trip was well worthwhile. I look 
forward to hearing the refurbished organ when it is reinstalled in St Peter’s.  
Maurice Reynolds 
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Pilning Pictures 
Not only have we been looking at the history of this instrument but we 
have been creating a new chapter in its existence. 
Composer Tim Knight has written for us a suite of four movements called 
Pilning Pictures. It takes inspiration in form and style from 18th century 
composers but this completely original music gives it a 21st century twist. 
Copies are available through the church or by visiting Tim Knight Music 
website, every copy sold will contribute to the restoration appeal. 
 
Dr Jennifer Bate OBE 

St Peter’s are delighted to have the support of the internationally 
renowned organist Dr Jennifer Bate. We are looking forward to hear her 
play the instrument after its restoration. 
 

 

Dr Jennifer Bate OBE at the organ July 31st 2012 
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